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Introduction: 
The classification of finite simple groups was declared accomplished in 1955 through 1983 by Daniel Gorenstein 
[8]. After announcement on the classification of finite simple groups investigation of known simple groups becomes one of 
the most important problem in finite group theory. In particular, subgroups structure of known finite simple group is of 
interest. The most important subgroups are maximal subgroups, maximal soluble subgroups, maximal nilpotent 
subgroups, and maximal abelian subgroups. In 2000 Vdovin, E. P. [12] devoted his work to abelian and nilpotent 
subgroups of maximal order of finite simple groups. In 1986 , Mann, A. [10 ] , found all solvable subgroups of maximal 
order in symmetric and alternating groups , and between 2006 to 2012 , Breuer,T., [2] , determined the orders of solvable 
subgroups of maximal orders in sporadic simple groups and their automorphism groups, using the information in the 
ATLAS of Finite Groups [14] and the GAP system , he also determined the structures and the conjugacy classes of these 
solvable subgroups in the big group. In 2013 [Master project] , Abduh and Alghawazi have determined , by using the 
information in the ATLAS of Finite Groups [ 14] and the GAP computational system , the solvable subgroups of maximal 
orders in the finite non-abelian simple group  L2(p)=PSL2(p) , the projective special linear groups of dimension 2x2 on 
GF(p) , and in the finite non-abelian simple groups of orders less than 10
6
 
Here we are using the information in the ATLAS of Finite Groups  and the GAP computational system , to determine the 
solvable subgroups of maximal orders S in the twisted simple groups of Lie type which have been appeared in the ATLAS 
such as Suzuki groups Suz(8) and Suz(32) , the Ree group Ree(27), and exceptional groups 
2
F4(2 )' and 
3
D4(2) The 
(p,q,r)-generators , the structures and permutation representations of S have been found.  
We use the axiom that any solvable subgroup of large order S of G is either one of the maximal subgroups of G or it is 
contained in one of them , so we deal with the maximal subgroups of G [2] and we get the following results 
  
We summarized all results of our own GAP program in the following tables which list information about solvable 
subgroups of maximal order S in the twisted  groups G .  The first column in each table gives the names of twisted  groups 
G , their orders and their presentations on their standard generators , their (p,q,r)-generators from their character tables 
their maximal subgroups up to isomorphisms. The second column gives the structure of the solvable subgroup of large 
order S in G , its (p,q,r)-generators, its permutation representations in G also it gives the fusion maps of the conjugacy 
classes of S into the conjugacy classes of G . The solvable subgroups of large order in the maximal subgroups in G and in 
their maximals are also computed. 
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The GAP Program : 
Define the group and compute its 
maximal subgroups 
Compute the set of generators and the structure of S   . 
Compute fusions maps and permutation 
representations of S in G 
Gap> g:=Group(a,b); (where a and b 
obtained from the first column of the 
groups tables below ) 
1-Cases where the Character Table of 
G is available in GAP 
Gap> c := " The name of G "; 
Gap> m=CharacterTable( c ); 
max:=Maxes(m); 
for i in [1 .. Length(max)] do 
k:=CharacterTable(max[i]); 
ll:=IsSolvable(k); 
if ll=true then 
Display(max[i]); 
Display(Size(k)); 
Display("-------------"); 
fi;od; 
for i in [1 .. Length(max)] do 
k:=CharacterTable(max[i]); 
has:=HasMaxes(k); 
if has=true then 
Display(max[i]); 
Display(Maxes(k)); 
fi;od; 
1-Cases where the Character Table of 
G is not available in GAP 
Gap> 
max:=MaximalSubgroupClassReps(g); 
sol:=List(max,IsSolvable); 
List(max,Size); 
 
Gap> gen := [];; 
1-G=Suz(8) and S≅23+3:7 
gen[1]:=a;;gen[2]:=b;; 
gen[3]:= gen[1]*gen[2];; 
gen[4]:= gen[3]*gen[2];; 
gen[5]:= gen[3]*gen[4];; 
gen[3]:= gen[4]*gen[5];; 
gen[5]:= gen[3]*gen[3];; 
gen[3]:= gen[5]^-1;; 
gen[6]:= gen[3]*gen[4];; 
gen[1]:= gen[6]*gen[5];; 
aa:=gen[1]; bb:=gen[2]; 
2-G=Suz(32) and S≅25+5:31 
gen[1]:=a;;gen[2]:=b;; 
gen[3]:= gen[1]*gen[2];; 
gen[4]:= gen[3]*gen[2];; 
gen[5]:= gen[3]*gen[4];; 
gen[3]:= gen[5]*gen[2];; 
gen[7] := gen[4]^18;; 
gen[4] := gen[7]^-1;; 
gen[6]:= gen[4]*gen[2];; 
gen[1]:=gen[6] *gen[7];; 
gen[6] := gen[5]^14;; 
gen[5] := gen[6]^-1;; 
gen[4]:= gen[5]*gen[3];; 
gen[2]:=gen[4]*gen[6];; 
aa:=get[1];bb:= get[2]; 
3-G=Ree(27) and 𝑆 ≅33+3+3:26   
gen[1]:=a;;gen[2]:= b;; 
gen[3]:=gen[1]* gen[2];; 
gen[4]:=gen[3]*gen[2];; 
gen[5]:=gen[3]*gen[4];; 
gen[6]:=gen[3]*gen[5];; 
gen[7]:=gen[6]*gen[3];; 
gen[7] := gen[6]^-1;; 
gen[8] := gen[7] * gen[1];; 
gen[1] := gen[8] * gen[6];; 
gen[8] := gen[9]^23;; 
gen[7] := gen[8]^-1;; 
gen[4] := gen[7] * gen[5];; 
gen[2] := gen[4] * gen[8];; 
aa:=gen[1];bb:=gen[2]; 
4- G=
2
F4(2)' and  S≅2.[2
8
].5.4 
gen[1]:=a; gen[2]:=b; 
gen[3] := gen[1] * gen[2];; 
gen[4] := gen[2] * gen[3];; 
gen[5] := gen[4] * gen[1];; 
gen[6] := gen[5]^-1;; 
gen[5] := gen[1] * gen[4];; 
gen[4] := gen[6] * gen[5];; 
gen[1] := gen[4] * gen[4];; 
gen[4] := gen[3] * gen[2];; 
gen[5] := gen[3] * gen[4];; 
gen[6] := gen[3] * gen[5];; 
gen[2] := gen[6]^3;; 
gen[5] := gen[4]^9;; 
gen[6] := gen[5]^-1;; 
gen[7] := gen[6] * gen[2];; 
gen[2] := gen[7] * gen[5];; 
gen[4] := gen[3]^3;; 
gen[5] := gen[4]^-1;; 
gen[6] := gen[5] * gen[1];; 
gen[1] := gen[6] * gen[4];; 
aa := gen[1];;bb := gen[2];; 
5- G=
3
D4(2) and S=[2
11
]:(7 × S3) 
gen:=[];gen[1]:=a;gen[2]:=b; 
gen[3] := gen[1] * gen[2];; 
gen[4] := gen[3] * gen[2];; 
gen[5] := gen[3] * gen[4];; 
gen[6] := gen[5] * gen[2];; 
gen[7] := gen[6] * gen[2];; 
gen[2] := gen[7] * gen[7];; 
aa := gen[1];;bb := gen[2];; 
Order(aa);Order(bb);Order(aa*bb); 
k:=Group(aa,bb); 
x1:=Size(Centralizer(k,aa)); 
a:=AllCharacterTableNames(IsSolvable , true); 
os:=The order of S ; 
s:="The name of the Group G";     
for i in [1 .. Number(a)] do 
c:=CharacterTable(a[i]); 
m:=CharacterTable(s); cc:=m; 
if Size(c)=os then 
fus:=PossibleClassFusions(c,m);; 
fus1:=RepresentativesFusions( c,fus,m ); 
get:=fus1[1]; 
Display(a[i]); 
cname:=ClassNames(c);; 
ccname:=ClassNames(cc);; 
ncc:=NrConjugacyClasses(cc);Display("     "); 
Print("The Fusion map of S into G is : "); 
Display("  ");Print(get);Display("  "); 
 Display("Class  in S"); 
 for aa in [1 .. Number(cname)] do 
 Print(cname[aa]); Print("   ");od; 
Display("                       "); 
 Display("Fusion in G"); 
 for rw in [1 .. Number(get)] do 
tw:=get[rw];; 
 qw:=ccname[tw];; 
 Print(qw);Print("   "); od; 
p:=PermChars(m,Size(m)/Size(c));; 
perm:=PermCharInfo(m,p).ATLAS; 
Display(perm); 
Display("                       ");  
fi; od; 
Display("Some properties of S : "); 
 z1:=IsSimple(c);; 
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gen[8] := gen[7] * gen[4];; 
gen[9]:=gen[3]* gen[8];; 
gen[6] := gen[8]^11;; 
x2:=Size(Centralizer(k,bb)); 
x3:=Size(Centralizer(k,aa*bb)); 
StructureDescription(k); 
 z2:=IsAbelian(c);; 
 z3:=IsNilpotent(c); 
 z4:=IsSupersolvable(c);; 
 
The results :  
The twisted simple groups of Lie type [atlas] 
 
The Solvable subgroups of G=Suz(8) 
 
Suzuki group Suz(8) 
It is a subgroup of  SL(4;8) of Order = 29120 = 2
6
.5.7.13.and it is generated 
by  
< a, b | a
2
 = b
4
 = (ab)
5
 = (ab
2
)
7
 = [a, b]
13
 = (abab
-1
ab
2
)
7
 = 1>  
a=(1,2)(3,4)(5,7)(6,9)(8,12) 
(10,13)(11,15)(14,19)(16,21) 
(17,23)(18,25)(20,28)(22,31) 
(24,33)(26,35)(27,32)(29,37) 
(30,39)(34,43)(36,46)(38,48) 
(41,51)(42,44)(45,55)(47,50) 
(49,58)(52,60)(53,61)(54,59) 
(56,62)(57,63)(64,65); 
b =(1,3,5,8)(4,6,10,14)(7,11,16,22) 
(9,12,17,24)(13,18,26,36)(15,20,29,38 
)(19,27,31,28)(21,30,40,50)(23,32,41,52) 
(25,34,44,54)(33,42,53,43)(35,45,56,63) 
(37,47,51,46)(39,49,59,60)(48,57,55,58) 
(61,64,62,65); 
From the character table of Suz(8) , we found that Sz(8) is (2A,4A,5A) - 
group 
A  maximal subgroup M of Suz(8) is isomorphic to one of the following : 
1- 23+3:7 of order 448 
2- 13:4 of order 52 
3- D10 .2  of order 20 
4- D14, of order 14 
By applying the GAP tester , we found that  all maximal subgroups of Suz(8)  
1- The solvable subgroup of large order S and its repesentations in G = Suz(8): 
S≅23+3:7 =  < (abbababb)-2 abb(abbababb) , b.> of order 448 
From the Character table of S , we found that S is (7A,4A,7B)-group 
The fusion map of S into Suz(8) is : 
Classes  in S 
1a 7a 7b 7c 7d 7e 7f 2a 4a 4b 
Fusions in Suz(8) 
1a 7a 7b 7a 7b 7c 7c 2a 4a 4b 
The permutation character induced from S to Suz(8) is  :  1a+64a 
Some properties of S : 
S is SIMPLE  : false 
S is ABELIAN  : false 
S is NILPOTENT  : false 
S is SUPERSOLVABLE  : false 
2- The Lattice of Solvable subgroups of large orders in the maximal subgroups of  G 
=Suz(8) : 
H ≤G The Maximal Subgroups 
G 2
3+3
:7 D26  .2 D10  .2 D14 
2
3+3
:7 2
3+3
 2
3
  :7   
D26  .2 D26 C4   
D10  .2 D10 C4   
D14 C7 C2   
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are solvables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        By applying the GAP tester , we found that  the shadowed ones are the solvable subgroups of the 
large orders  
 
The twisted simple groups of Lie type [atlas] The Solvable subgroups of G=Suz(32) 
Suzuki group Suz(32) 
It is a subgroup of  SL(4;32) of Order = 32537600= 2
10
.5
2
.31.41..and it is 
generated by < a, b | a
2
 = b
4
 = (ab)
5
= (ab
2
)
7
 = [ababb]
25
 = 
(abababbababbabb)
25
 = 1 >. 
The standard generators of Suz(32) can be found in the section of the 
permutation representations of Suz(32) on 1025 points appears in the 
ATLAS( as b11 and b21) . Let a=b11 and b:=b21 
From the character table of Suz(32) , we found that Sz(8) is (2A,4A,5A) - 
group 
A  maximal subgroup M of Suz(8) is isomorphic to one of the following : 
1-  25+5:31 of order 210.31 
2- 41:4  of order 164 
3- 25:4 of order 100 
4- D62  of order 62 
 
1- The solvable subgroup of large order S and its repesentations in G = Suz(32) : 
S≅ 25+5:31=< (abb)-18 b(abb)18 , (ababb)-14 (ababbb) (ababb)14 > of order 31744 
From the Character table of S , we found that S is (4A,31A,31y)-group 
 The fusion map of S into Suz(32)  is : 
Classes  in S 
1a 2a 4a 4b 31a 31b  31c  31d  31e  31f  31g  31h  31i  31j 31k 31l  31m  31n  31o  31p 31q 31r 
31s 31t 31u 31v 31w 31x 31y 31z 31aa 31ab 31ac 31ad 
Fusiosn in Suz(32)   
1a   2a   4a   4b   31a  31o  31j  31c  31l  31f  31e  31n  31h  31b  31k  31j  31d  31m  31g  31a  
31o  31i  31c  31l  31f  31e  31n  31h  31b  31k  31j  31d  31m  31g 
The permutation character induced from S to Suz(32)  is:  1a+1024a 
Some properties of S : 
S is SIMPLE  : false 
S is ABELIAN  : false 
S is NILPOTENT  : false 
S is SUPERSOLVABLE  : false 
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 By applying the GAP tester , we found that  all maximal subgroups of 
Suz(32)  are solvables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2- The Lattice of Solvable subgroups of large orders in the maximal subgroups of  G 
==Suz(32)  : 
H ≤G The Maximal Subgroups 
G 2
5+5
:31 41:4 25:4 D62 
2
5+5
:31 2
5+5
 2
5
:31   
41:4 D82 C4   
25:4 D50 D10  .2   
D62 C31 C2   
 
By applying the GAP tester , we found that  the shadowed ones are the solvable subgroups of the 
large orders  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The twisted simple groups of Lie type The Solvable subgroups of G= Ree(27) 
The Ree group Ree(27)  
 Of Order = 10073444472 = 2
3
.3
9
.7.13.19.37. and it is generated by  
< a, b | a
2
 = b
3
 = (ab)
19
 = 1 > 
The standard generators of Ree(27) can be found in the section of the 
permutation representations of Ree(27) on 19684 points appears in the 
ATLAS( as b11 and b21) . Let a=b11 and b:=b21 
From the character table of Ree(27) , we found that Ree(27)  is (2A,3A,19A)- 
group 
A  maximal subgroup M of Suz(8) is isomorphic to one of the following : 
 
1- The solvable subgroup of large order S and its repesentations in G = Ree(27) : 
 
S≅33+3+3:26  = < (abababbababb)-11a(abababbababb)11, 
(ababababbababb)
14
(ababb)(ababababbababb)
-14
. > of order 511758 
From the Character table of S , we found that S is (2A,3A,2A)-group . 
The fusion map of S into Ree(27)  is : 
Class  in S 
1a  3a 3b 3c 9a  9b  9c  2a  6a  6b 13a 26a 13b 26b 13c 26c 13d 26d 13e 26e 13f 26f 13g 26g 
13h 26h 13i 26i 13j 26j 13k 26k 13l 26l 
Fusion in Ree(27)   
1a  3a  3b  3c  9a  9b  9c  2a  6a  6b  13a  26a  13e  26e  13c  26b  13d  26d  13b  26a  13f  26f  
13a  26a  13e  26e  13c  26b  13  26d  13b  26a  13f  26f  
 
The permutation character induced from S to Ree(27)  is:  1a+19683a 
Some properties of S : 
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1- 33+3+3:26 of order 511758 = 2.39.13 
2- 37:6 of order = 222 = 2.3.37 
3- (22 × D14):3 of order=168=2
3
.3.7 
4- 19:6 of order  114 = 2.3.19 
5- 2 × L2(27) of order=19656 = 2
3
.3
3
.7.13. 
6- L2(8):3 of order = 1512 = 2
3
.3
3
.7 
 
By applying the GAP tester , we found that  all maximal subgroups of 
Ree(27) , except the fifth and the sixth ones , are solvables 
S is SIMPLE  : false 
S is ABELIAN  : false 
S is NILPOTENT  : false 
S is SUPERSOLVABLE  : false 
 
2- The Lattice of Solvable subgroups of large orders in the maximal subgroups of  G 
==Ree(27)   : 
H ≤G The Maximal Subgroups 
G 3
3+3+3
:26 37:6 (2
2
×D14):3 19:6 2 × L2(27) L2(8):3 
3
3+3+3
:26 3
3+3+3
: C13 3
3+3+3
: S3 3
6
 :C13 :C2    
37:6 37:3 D74 C6    
(2
2
× D14):3 2x14 : 3 7:3:2 D28 x 2  A4 x 2  
19:6 19:3 D38 C6 A4   
2 × L2(27) 3
3
 : C13 D28 D26    
L2(8):3 2
3
:7:3 L2(8) 3
1+2
:2  7:3:2  
By applying the GAP tester , we found that  the shadowed ones are the solvable subgroups of the 
large orders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The twisted simple groups of Lie type The Solvable subgroups of G 
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The twisted  group 
2
F4(2)' 
 Of Order = 17971200 = 2
11
.3
3
.5
2
.13.. and it is generated by 〈 a, b | a2 = b3 = 
(ab)
13
 = [a, b]
5
 = [a, bab]
4
 = ((ab)
4
ab
−1
)
6
 = 1 〉  
The standard generators of 
2
F4(2)' can be found in the section of the 
permutation representations of 
2
F4(2)'on 1600 points appears in the ATLAS( 
as b11 and b21) . Let a=b11 and b:=b21 
From the character table of 
2
F4(2)' , we found that 
2
F4(2)' is (2A,3A,13A)- 
group 
A  maximal subgroup M of 
2
F4(2)' is isomorphic to one of the following : 
1- L3(3):2  of order 5616 = 2
4
.3
3
.13 
2- L3(3):2  of order 5616 = 2
4
.3
3
.13 
3- 2.[28].5.4 of order=10240=211.5 
4- L2(25) of order  7800 = 2
3
.3.5
2
.13 
5- 22.[28].S3 of order=6144 = 2
11
.3. 
6- A6.2
2
  of order = 2880= 2
6
.3
2
.5 
7- A6.2
2
 of order = 2880= 2
6
.3
2
.5 
8- 52:4A4 order = 1200= 2
4
.3.5
2
 
By applying the GAP tester , we found that  all maximal subgroups of 
2
F4(2)'  
, except the first and the second ones , are solvables 
 
1- The solvable subgroup of large order S and its repesentations in G =2F4(2)': 
 
S≅2.[28].5.4 = < ((baba)-1 (abab))²  , (ab)-4 (b)(ab)-4.> 
From the Character table of S , we found that S is (2A,4A,16A)-group . 
The fusion map of S into 
2
F4(2)' is : 
Class  in S 
1a   2a   2b   2c   2d   2e   2f   4a   4b   4c   4d   4e   4f   4g   4h   4i   5a   8a   8b   8c   8d   8e   8f   
10a   16a   16b   16c   16d 
Fusion in G 
1a   2a   2a   2a   2b   2b   2b   4a   4a   4a   4b   4b   4c   4c   4c   4c   5a   8a   8a   8b   8b   8c   8d   
10a   16a   16b   16d   16c 
The permutation character induced from S to 
2
F4(2)'  is: 
1a+78a+351a+650a+675a 
Some properties of S : 
S is SIMPLE  : false 
S is ABELIAN  : false 
S is NILPOTENT  : false 
S is SUPERSOLVABLE  : false 
2- The Lattice of Solvable subgroups of large orders in the maximal subgroups of  G 
=
2
F4(2)'   : 
H ≤G The Maximal Subgroups 
G L3(3):2 5
2
:4A4 2.[2
8
].5.4 L2(25) 2
2
.[2
8
].S3 A6.2
2
   
L3(3):2 L3(3) 3
1+2
 : D8 2.S4.2 13 : 6 S4 x 2  
5
2
:4A4 5
2
: 2 .2 : 2 : 2 5
2
:2A4 5
2
 : 3 :2 . 2 Q8.6    
2.[2
8
].5.4 2
2
. 4 :2: 2 :2. 2 : 
2 : 5 : 2 
8:2x2 :2.2 
:2.2 :2:2 
2
2
: 5 :2.2x2    
L2(25) 5
2
 : 3 : 2 .2 A5.2  D26 D24   
2
2
.[2
8
].S3 D8 x.2
2
 :2 .2 :2 : 
2 . 2 : 3 
8 :2.2 :2.2 : 
2.2 :2 : 2 
D8 x.4 :2 .2 
:2 :2 . S3 
   
A6.2
2
   3 : S3 .2 . 2 : 2 A6.2 D10 .2 x2 M10 Q8. 2
2
  
By applying the GAP tester , we found that  the shadowed ones are the solvable subgroups of the 
large orders 
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The twisted simple groups of Lie type The Solvable subgroups of G 
The twisted  group 
3
D4(2) Of Order = 211341312 = 2
12
.3
4
.7
2
.13... and it is 
generated by 〈 a, b | a2 = b9 = (ab)13 =  (ab)8 = 1 〉  
The standard generators of 
3
D4(2) can be found in the section of the 
permutation representations of 
3
D4(2) on 819 points appears in the ATLAS( 
as b11 and b21) . Let a=b11 and b:=b21 
From the character table of 
3
D4(2) , we found that 
3
D4(2) is (2A,9A,13A)- 
group 
A  maximal subgroup M of 
3
D4(2) is isomorphic to one of the following : 
1- 21+8:L2(8), of order 258048=2
12
.3
2
.7 
2- [211]:(7 × S3), of order 86016=2
12
.3
 
.7.  
3- U3(3):2, order 12096=2
6
.3
3 
.7.  
4- S3 × L2(8), of order 3024= 2
4
.3
3 
.7. 
5- (7 × L2(7)):2, of order 2352= 2
4
.3
  
.7
2
.  
6- 31+2.2S4, of order 1296= 2
4
.3
4  
.  
7- 72:2A4, of order 1176= 2
3
.3
  
.7
2
. 
8- 32:2A4, of order 216= 2
3
.3
3  
 
9- 13:4, of order 52= 22.13  .  
 
1-The solvable subgroup of large order S and its repesentations in G =
3
D4(2) 
S≅[211]:(7 × S3) = < a , (ababbbb))²  > 
From the Character table of S , we found that S is (2A,14A,21A)-group . 
The fusion map of S into 
2
F4(2)' is : 
Class  in S 
  1a  2a  2b 4a 4b 2c 4c 3a 6a  2d  4d 4e 2e 8a 8b 7a 14a 21a 14b 28a 7b 14c 21b 14d 28b 7c 14e 
21c 14f 28c 7d 14g 21d 14h 28d 7e 14i 21e 14j 28e 7f 14k 21f 14l 28f 
Fusion in G 
1a   2a   2b   4a   4b   2b   4c   3b   6b   2a   4b   4a   2b   8b   8a   7c   14b   21b   14b   28c   7a   
14c   21c   14c   28a   7b   14a   21a   14a   28b   7c   14b   21b   14b   28c   7a   14c   21c   14c   
28a   7b   14a   21a   14a   28b 
The permutation character induced from S to 
2
F4(2)'  is: 
1a+324a+468a+1664a 
 
Some properties of S : 
S is SIMPLE  : false 
S is ABELIAN  : false 
S is NILPOTENT  : false 
S is SUPERSOLVABLE  : false 
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2-The Lattice of Solvable subgroups of large orders in the maximal subgroups of  G =
2
F4(2)'   : 
H ≤G The Maximal Subgroups 
G 2
1+8
:L2(8) S3 × L2(8) [2
11
]:(7 × S3) U3(3):2 (7 × L2(7)) 7
2
:2A4 3
2
:2A4 3
1+2
.2S4 13:4 
2
1+8
:L2(8) 2
1+8
:D14 2
1+8
:D18 2
1+8
:(2x2x2) :7       
S3 × L2(8) S3 × D14 S3 × D18 S3 × (2x2x2 :7       
[2
11
]:(7 × S3) [2
11
]:(7 × 2) [2
11
]:(7 × 3) [2
11
]:S3       
U3(3):2 (SL(2,3:4:2 ((4 x4):3):2 (((3x 3)3):8):2 PSL(3,2)      
(7 × L2(7)) 7 x (7 : 3) 7 x S4 7 x S4       
7
2
:2A4 7
2
:2.(2 x 2) 7
2
: (2.3)        
3
2
:2A4 3
2
:2.(2 x 2) 3
2
: (2.3)        
3
1+2
.2S4 3
1+2
.2A4 3
1+2
.2S3 3
1+2
.2Q8       
13:4 13 : 2 13 4       
By applying the GAP tester , we found that  the shadowed ones are the solvable subgroups of the large orders 
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